
3008 exceeds monthly sales target
NASIM Sdn Bhd has recorded

over 300 bookings for the new
3008 SUV in its first month of
sales

The multiple award winning
3008 SUV was launched in
Kuala Lumpur on June 7 and
has surpassed the company s
monthly sales target of 120
units

Response for the 3008 SUV
has been overwhelming This
model has been a hit in Europe
and is proving to be just as
popular in Malaysia said SM
Nasarudin SM Nasimuddin CEO
of Nasim

He said the company is
confident of meeting the
demand for the 3008

It is quite clear that
Malaysians have been waiting
for a model like this for a long
time The 3008 combines the

looks and high driving position
of an SUV with elements of a

family hatchback and an MPV
said SM Nasarudin

He added the strong
response for the 3008 will help
Nasim achieve its recently
revised full year sales target of
3 800 units
Nasim s 2010 sales target was

previously 2 930
As at end of May prior to the

launch of the 3008 Nasim had
sold a total of 1 038 units
Nasim has also launched a

three month after sales and CSR
campaign in conjunction with

Peugeots 200 year anniversary
The three month campaign

runs from July 1 to Sept 30
2010

Among the after sales

promotions to be offered
during the campaign is a
free 25 point inspection at
all Peugeot service centres
nationwide

The free 25 point inspection
comprises specific checks on a
vehicle s engine transmission
suspension steering and
braking system
Customers who then send in

their cars for service at any of
Nasim s service centres during
the campaign period will
receive a gift commemorating
Peugeot s 200 year anniversary
Customers can also take

advantage of Nasim s 20 per
cent discount on selected spare
parts which was implemented
in May
As for the CSR campaign

Nasim will make a donation to

Hospis Malaysia for every car
sold during the three month
campaign period

Hospis Malaysia is a
charitable organisation that
offers palliative care to patients
suffering from life limiting
illnesses such as cancer AIDS
and neurological disorders who
live in the Klang Valley
From a hospice with 44

patients under its care 18 years
ago Hospis Malaysia now

receives a yearly referral of
approximately 1 500 patients
annually

As a responsible corporate
citizen Nasim believes in
giving something back to the
community said SM Nasarudin
The Peugeot brand celebrates

its 200th anniversary this year
Founded in 1810 by Jean

Pierre Peugeot and Jean
Frederic Peugeot the Peugeot
brand began as a maker of
laminated steel and tools and
later diversified into coffee
grinders brand saws corset

boning and sewing machines
The company s ability to

diversify and adapt to change
saw it enter the world of bicycles
and motorcycles in 1886 and
motorcars in 1891

Since then Peugeot has had
the distinction of being the first
in several areas in the 1930s
Peugeot introduced the world s
first coupe cabriolet with the 401
while in the late 1950s Peugeot
broke new grounds by making
the diesel engine available for
the first time on a production
model the 403
Following the 403 Peugeot

became a leading player in the
development of diesel engines

In 1975 the 604 became the
first car in Europe to be fitted
with a turbocharged diesel
engine while in 1999 the 607
became the first car in the world

to be equipped with a particle
emissions filter
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